
“The aim of art is to 

represent not the outward 

appearance of things, but 

their inward significance.”

Aristotle
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TEXT Cassandra Gummels-Relyveld 

PHOTOGRAPHY Ada Korbee (black & white) & Readytex Art  
Gallery/William Tsang (color)

At the conclusion of all the hustle and bustle of Carifesta I write to you, our SAX readers, 
these words of welcome. We hope that in this new edition you once again encounter much 
that fascinates you, touches you, intrigues you, or puts you to thinking. What we try with 

SAX – and with all the other components that make up the SAX-platform – is to highlight certain 
aspects and sometimes to make connections. Sometimes choosing to delve deeper and at other 
times offering more of an overview.  

It would be wonderful if Carifesta had such an effect as well: on the one hand strengthening the eye 
for detail, and on the other hand, shedding light on the enormous diversity. Close-up and panorama 
all in one. 

For me it has mainly been too much. So much, that most of the time it was impossible to keep track 
of all that was going on. And with so much, I don’t mean so much art & culture. Because there was 
also so much that had hardly anything to do with that at all.  

Countless thoughts and impressions are swirling through my head, waiting to be unraveled, trying 
to figure out what I should think of it all, or how I should interpret this giant spectacle. Was it a 
successful edition of this festival and was all the bling, the spectacular lightshows, the oversized 
tribunes, the all-surpassing achievement, at least in terms of finances, was it all really representative 
of our present-day culture and is our Surinamese (and Caribbean) creative presentation currently, 
in 2013, truly BIG, BIGGER, BIGGEST? Or was this a case of overkill, and has Carifesta 
drifted further away from what its founders, including Dobru, originally intended? 
    
There were, on all fronts, beautiful artistic and cultural highlights to be admired, certainly in the 
visual arts field. The National Art Fair in the garden of De Surinaamsche Bank N.V., an interesting 
exhibition at the Grand Cultural Market, the Visual Art-presentation and the many murals especially, 
are great examples. But, if less energy, time and money had been invested in the bells and whistles, 
it would have done a great deal of good to the level of art and culture in this eleventh Carifesta. 
Hence our choice for the following quote from Aristotle for this edition: “The aim of art is to represent 
not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance”.

Please enjoy reading, viewing and pondering!

Marieke 
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Marieke Visser (Bennekom, the Netherlands, 1962) studied journalism and language and literature in the Netherlands. She writes 
about art, culture, history and tourism from her own news agency Swamp Fish Press. Three large art projects to which she has 
recently contributed are: Wakaman Drawing lines, connecting dots, Paramaribo SPAN and Kibii Wi Koni Marcel Pinas The 
Event. She is currently editor in chief of Sranan Art Xposed and she also contributes to Suriname HOt Magazine & EFM Magazine. 

Cassandra Gummels-Relyveld is a freelance writer. Aside from her work for Sranan Art Xposed, she writes primarily for Readytex Art Gallery in 
Paramaribo, Suriname. She writes press releases, website texts and takes care of the publicity materials surrounding the exhibitions and other activities 
of the gallery.  

LOOKING BACK AT                   , 

THE SOLO-EXHIBITION OF SRI IRODIKROMO

From May 28th until June 2nd, visual artist Sri Irodikromo presented 
her second solo-exhibition, in De Hal at the Grote Combéweg. On the 
opening night De Hal is packed and the large crowd that ventured to the 

exhibition filled with expectations, was not disappointed. Large canvases with 
faces of women in two distinct styles dominate the presentation, but the smaller 
semi-abstract paintings of kotomisis are also greatly admired. On the back wall 
of the space another surprise: inspired by the drawings in her sketchbooks, the 
artist creates, on several long, narrow canvases stretched between bamboo 
poles, a series of beautiful artworks consisting of black graphic-like outlines 
on a white background. The appearance of the Readytex Art Gallery staff also 
draws a great deal of attention. Their black T-shirts are all hand-painted by Sri in 
graceful white outlines which are continued on the bodies of the team. 

Monique NouhChaia of Readytex Art Gallery in a reaction on the exhibition: 
“The work of Sri is always quite striking and very much in demand amongst the 
art loving public in Suriname, and once again, the reactions of the public and 
the overall vibe during the entire exhibition were fantastic. The general public 
was drawn mostly to the large colorful, artfully crafted canvases with the faces of 
beautiful Surinamese women, and many visitors were indeed totally enraptured 
by those. They were indeed beautiful, but what I found most striking, were the 
three black-white-red paintings, also of faces, but where Sri went to work in a 
more subdued manner. To me these attest to the fact that Sri has the urge to 
increasingly become part of the contemporary art dialogue. It is work in which 
she has poured her heart and soul, but from which it is also evident that she is 
becoming increasingly critical. I believe that she has struggled a bit longer with 
these visually, but ultimately she came through magnificently.” 9
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TEXT Cassandra Gummels-Relyveld & Ada Korbee | PHOTOS Sjors Swierstra & Sirano Zalman 

A travelling photo exhibition that reflects upon the 
involved history of sugar, a project of Noorderlicht, 
an international platform which organizes projects 

surrounding photography. For the project The Sweet and 
Sour Story of Sugar six international photographers were 
asked to take pictures about sugar, in the Netherlands, 
Suriname, Indonesia and Brazil; four countries which are 
connected through the history of sugar and colonization. 

The photographers who set out to shoot pictures in 
Suriname, were the well known James Whitlow and 
Alejandro Chaskielberg. In every participating country, 
a local curator is assigned, who makes a selection from 
all the available photos (the ‘open source’-principal) and 
possibly adds new work to it. The curator in Suriname was 
artist/photographer Sirano Zalman who, with a choice of 
37 photos from the project and 3 of himself, puts together 
an exhibition which is relevant for Suriname. Presented 
in a unique open air installation, the various photographs 
brought the story of sugar to life; from then and now, from 
the people who are involved, in all of its facets, and in the 
different countries where the history of sugar unfolded 
and where sugar still plays a role. Especially important 
to Zalman were the quality of the work and the unique 
signatures of the individual photographers.  

The pictures that Sirano added from  his own photo shoot, 
were based upon the idea that the history is still fresh in 
our memories, that we struggle with never told stories and 
that we are bound by the weight of the past. Above all, 
that the history is still alive and also that the history is but 
a second behind us....we are bound and connected.   

Unique at the exhibition was Jurgen Lisse’s 3D 
projection mapping, an art form that was shown for the 
first time ever, in Suriname. On two handmade building 
facades, one of a Surinamese plantation home and one of 
an old Dutch canal house, Lisse presented a flashing and 
dynamic projection of the history of sugar. 

Sabi Yu Rutu  As editor in chief of SAX I was asked to contribute to the project of the American 
sociologist Dana Saxon, from the organization Ancestors unKnown: Sabi Yu Rutu. During the first 
half of 2013 she worked with a group of youngsters (between 16 and 35) from the organizations NAKS 
and EBGS in Suriname, to do research into their family trees. The idea behind this is that the more 
you know about your roots (rutu), the firmer you will stand in this generation. In addition to looking 
at their own families, the project also included guest speakers who talked about a variety of themes. 
In this regard I was asked to present a synopsis of the history of the Surinamese visual arts, with an 
emphasis on the role of Afro-Surinamese artists therein. The project was concluded with an exhibition. 
Take a look at the photos on Flickr. 
 
An immensely inspirational project: wonderful to see how young people draw so much strength 
from the past, to then also realize how rich that past is, and to experience how significantly art can 
contribute (and has contributed) to it all.  

The Sweet and Sour Story of Sugar was shown at three locations in Suriname, 
namely Fort Zeelandia, Paramaribo from July 5 - 14, on Plantage Mariënburg, 
Commewijne from July 17 - 23, and in Moengo, Marowijne at Tembe Art Studio, 
from July 26 - 28.

Jeremiah Quarshie, history 
portrait Ank de Vogel-Muntslag, 
2013 
PHOTO Marieke Visser, 2013

Daniël Lemmer, Dancing Trees, mixed media on canvas, 89,5x93cm, 2012 | PHOTO Marieke Visser, 2013
Ray Daal, Erotica I, 2013 | PHOTO Courtesy Ray Daal, 2013

Iris Kensmil, Granmans Oso, 2013 
PHOTO Ferdinand van Dieten, 2013 

Work by Sirano Zalman in the swimming pool | PHOTO Marieke Visser, 2013 || Painting pottery at the NK | PHOTO Marieke Visser, 2013

National Art Fair (NK) in a nice atmosphere  Ons Erf was no option this year, 
so when De Surinaamsche Bank N.V. offered her garden and the main floor of her former director’s 
residence for the National Art Fair, this offer was eagerly accepted. Within the framework of Carifesta 
XI, the NK 2013 was held two months earlier than usual. The location is beautiful and immediately 
creates a different atmosphere for the visitors. It would also be great if this location were to be made 
available in the future as well. In that case however, more needs to be invested in better lighting, 
better protection against the rain and wind, and a more visitor-friendly opening program. (Now only 
some of the visitors were able to hear and see what was said and done.) And for me the selection 
process can be more critical and the exhibiting done more professionally. Since it is now vacation, 
the opening hours only during the afternoons were not a problem, but in October being open in the 
mornings is a must. Much appreciated were the initiatives of several artists to add an activity for kids: 
painting pottery. Also nice: the daily demonstrations of Rahied Abdoel who thus completed an entire 
work of art during the NK. Take a look at our impressions in word and image. 

Hotels & art: a good combination? Not exactly a new phenomenon, but something 
that seems to have really taken off lately. Hotels that offer their space to artists. Grand Riverside 
Hotel for example, has had three exhibitions since its opening: Art Boost with Dakaya Lenz, 
Isan Corinde, Jeanet Oord and Shaundell Horton, Unity in Diversity with Ray Daal, George 
Ramjiawansingh, & Edgar Kwelling and now a solo: Frank Creton with Images of home.  

On display on the main floor of Hotel Wyndham Garden Paramaribo was Connection, with 
Shaundell Horton, Miguel Keerveld and Daniël Lemmer.  

A win-win situation it would seem, but also something to keep an eye on. How well does it work 
when a group of artists is randomly ‘thrown’ together? And what is the chemistry like, between the 
art and its surroundings? And then also, a hotel is not a gallery and the artists will have to take care 
of a good promotion by themselves. It is my impression that a too large difference in quality or level, 
could adversely affect both parties, although there can also be nice surprises, as in the work of Daniël 
Lemmer who exhibited for the first time in Wyndham. 

Completion Granmans Oso  The artist Iris Kensmil, known in Suriname especially for 
her participation in Wakaman – Drawing Lines, Connecting Dots, concluded her stay as artist in 
residence in Moengo with the unveiling of her contribution to the Marowijne Art Park of Stichting 
Kibii Wi: Granmans Oso. With this installation Kensmil wants to pay homage to Granman Gazon 
Matodja and his predecessors in the previous century. 

The Sweet and Sour

Story Of Sugar

9
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There is much to be said and written about the continuously 
growing art-sector in Suriname, and that Surinamese artists 
increasingly present themselves on international platforms 

is also an undisputed given. The visual arts especially, are rapidly 
on the move, but other art forms are making great strides as well. 
One of those art forms, one that is inevitably linked to the often also 
artistic fashion industry, is the art of jewelry making.   

Someone who masters and promotes this art from very well, is 
Belgian trained, Warda Marica (also on YouTube) (Suriname, 1970). 
Her artistic line of jewelry recently made quite an impression at the 
Guyane Fashion Week (GFW) that was held in French Guyana 
from June 12-16, 2013 and shortly thereafter also at the Suriname 
Fashion Week from June 20-23. Warda Marica completed her 
studies for jeweler-goldsmith in Antwerp, Belgium in 2009. A practical 
education in which she gained the crucial knowledge and technical 
skills about precious metals and how to forge them into fine jewelry. 
These skills ensure that the work of Warda Marica is of excellent 
quality, but it’s her creativity, her urge to keep experimenting and the 
rebellious streak with which she refuses to create standard, smoothly 
finished jewelry, that truly make her pieces stand out.   

She combines the silver pieces which she shapes in various organic 
and dynamic forms, with other materials such as crystals, semi-
precious stones, textile and glass beads. She looks for and creates, 
elements that stand out, preferably with different or unexpected 
shapes, after which she sets to work just like any other artist, to 
create a composition which, although very pleasing to eye, is always 
innovative and often provocative as well. At the GFW for example, 
she presents a number of striking necklaces made from textile. 
Using a special hardener, paint, and beads, the textile is transformed 
into whimsical and daring neck decorations. For other pieces, she 
combines her handmade contemporary silver creations with bright 
red, black, turquoise and violet stones and beads. She dresses her 
models in simple black, thereby giving her creations the space to 
tell their own story on the catwalk. At the Fashion Week in French 
Guyana and the one in Suriname, the jewelry creations of Warda 
Marica made a strong and worthy fashion statement indeed. 

Warda Marica’s studio is located at the Kernkampweg 76B and 
anyone in search of handmade, custom jewelry designed with the 
wishes of the individual client in mind, is more than welcome. Her 
slogan: 

 

You bring the idea... I’ll bring it to life

Look here for several 
impressions from the GFW

 
Another Surinamese jewelry 

designer, Debora Linga, 
who makes artistic jewelry 

from used inner tubes, 
was also a member of the 

Suriname team.  

Especially for Carifesta most 
roundabouts were provided with 
modern visual art objects. A 

wonderful initiative, for once no ‘sukkels 
op sokkels’ [suckers on pedestals], as 
I once heard an artist from Rotterdam 
refer to traditional statues. But a variety of 
contemporary works of art in bright colors. 
A pity though, that the assignment came so 
late. More time would have ensured a more 
thorough (and possibly fairer) selection 
process, and would have allowed the artists 
to give more thought to the design and 
sustainability of their artworks. Hopefully the 
results are so well appreciated that even 
without Carifesta, the government (and 
the private sector) will facilitate and create 
much more opportunities for art in public 
spaces. Look forward to our blog-post about 
the roundabouts which will include many 
other images.   

Razia Barsatie’s (Paramaribo, 
1982) artwork is called Trapped. 
“Almost all houses in Suriname 
are protected against burglary 
with wrought iron. That is the first 
thing I noticed when I returned 
from the Netherlands. That’s 
how I came to the idea to make 
this work, by coincidence while 
driving around in Latour. I did a 
lot of research. Three elements 
struck me: theft, the designs used 
to make unsightly surroundings 
graceful, and anxiety.”  

Visual artist Sri Irodikromo 
(Schiedam, 1972), prefers to work on 
a large scale and loves to experiment 
with new materials and techniques. 
The public art installation she creates 
for Carifesta XI, Un Moi [We are 
beautiful], was therefore an exciting 
challenge. The three women in 
her installation each represent the 
beautiful Surinamese woman, and they 
know it: Un Moi: you are all beautiful!

From Marcel Pinas 
(Pelgrimkondre, Marowijne, 1971) 
came the following explanation 
about his work Kibiiman, which 
stands on the roundabout at 
the Johan Adolf Pengel Airport, 
Zanderij. “Kibiiman are pole-
shaped objects which are placed 
at the entrance of the Maroon 
villages in the interior in order to 
prevent negative influences from 
coming into the villages. They are 
ceramic objects, made during my 
period at the Rijksakademie, in 
2008.”

Very shortly before Carifesta XI, 
one of Suriname’s best known 
artists, Paul Woei (Suriname, 
1938), received the urgent 
request to return to his home 
country to create an object for the 
roundabout at the Wijdenbosch 
bridge. “Because it was to 
become an object in welcome of 
Carifesta XI, I chose something 
with a friendly appearance: the 
woman as the flower of Suriname 
and as a symbol of Smile, Love & 
Harmony.”

1 Razia Barsatie, Trapped, roundabout Latour | PHOTO Courtesy Razia Barsatie 
2 Sri Irodikromo, Un Moi, roundabout Jagernath Lachmonstraat | PHOTO Courtesy Sri Irodikromo   
3 Rinaldo Klas, Man inspired by nature, roundabout Dr. Sophie Redmondstraat/Flustraat | PHOTO Courtesy Rinaldo Klas 
4 Paul Woei, Love smile @ love, roundabout Wijdenbosch bridge | PHOTO Courtesy Paul Woei 
5 Marcel Pinas, Kibiiman, roundabout Johan Adolf Pengel Airport, Zanderij | PHOTO Courtesy Marcel Pinas

The title of Rinaldo Klas’ (Moengo, 
1954) roundabout-artwork is 
Man inspired by nature. From the 
description it becomes clear: “The 
leaf symbolizes the nature, from 
which Surinamese people draw their 
strength. The sun with its various 
colors refers to the diversity in the 
Surinamese culture and population. 
The yellow circle of the sun symbolizes 
our wealth.” Hesdy Mertowirjo helped 
with the construction of this work of art.

9
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THE ART OF MAKING JEWELRY
The contribution of Warda Marica to the 2013 Fashion Week in French Guyana and in Paramaribo

https://www.facebook.com/groups/55676445237/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjyiC1koy0M
http://www.guyane-fashion-week.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GFW-2013/576672422365157?id=576672422365157&sk=photos_stream
https://plus.google.com/photos/116085380351010680503/albums/5897131149152256433
http://srananart.wordpress.com/tag/razia-barsatie/
http://readytexartgallery.com/sri/
http://www.readytexartgallery.com/marcelpinas/
http://www.rijksakademie.nl/
http://paulwoei.com/
http://readytexartgallery.com/rinaldoklas/
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Esther Lai-A-Fat and 

her family are the 

proud owners of 

two personalized paintings by 

the Surinamese artist George 

Struikelblok. “I gave the paintings 

to my family as a present when my 

husband Patrick Spalburg and I 

celebrated our 12½ year wedding 

anniversary”, says Esther. Her family 

has a central role in the paintings 

indeed: in each piece you see two 

large figures which represent the 

father and the mother, and three 

smaller ones, representing the 

daughters of the family. In order to 

remove any doubt about to which 

family the painting refers, the artist 

has, in his typical way of adding 

letters and numbers, included the 

names of the family members in the 

paintings: Pat, Es, Tiara (16), Vienna 

(13) and Kaya (7).  

The reason for choosing Struikelblok was 
no coincidence says the art lover: “I know 
Struikelblok personally and I am very fond 
of his use of color. I thought it would be a 
great idea to have him make a painting that 
symbolizes our family. This is quite special, 
because he usually doesn’t incorporate this 
many figures in his work.” 

The artist was apparently inspired by the 
family because he made no less than four 
paintings from which Esther could choose. 
No easy task, and finally she ended up 
buying two of the four paintings! On one 
of the canvases Esther and her husband 
Patrick are portrayed in an embrace with 
the children at their side. The then three-
year old Kaya is playfully depicted with her 
two short ponytails. In the painting with the 
yellow background, the two youngest girls 
are sitting on their father’s back and the 
oldest is standing by her mother. “But we 
are all hugging each other”, says Esther. 
 
The eldest daughter of the family 
understands her mother’s choice for 
Struikelblok well. She herself is a young 
‘artist’. She took lessons from Sabine 

Ensberg-Steinhoff, participated in a group 
exhibition in De Hal and was involved in a 
murals project and the Streetart Festival 
of Switi Rauw in Paramaribo. She also 
mentions her fondness for Struikelblok’s 
color choices and for the way in which he 
portrays figures. Tiara’s own works are 
also colorful and at the moment there is a 
spatial installation of hers on display at Zus 
& Zo at the Grote Combéweg. 

“Tiara gets her love for color from me and 
I get my love for bright colors from my 
mother”, states Esther. “My sisters and I 
were raised with a lot of color and were for 
example not allowed to wear black or gray 
by my mother. The love for art as well, is 
something I got from my parents. In my 
parental home there are many works of 
Surinamese artists and most of them are 
bright and cheerful.” 

At the end of our talk, Esther’s youngest 
daughter Kaya walks in with a mobile 
consisting of cheerful butterflies. Made 
all by herself! It is obvious: color, joy and 
creativity are central in the Spalburg-Lai-A-
Fat home. 

A CUSTOMIZED 
STRUIKELBLOK

Vanda Koorndijk-Kernizan is social marketer and editor of the Surinamese parenting magazine KidzTori. As freelance writer for Sranan Art Xposed 
she combines her recently discovered passion for writing with her interest in art and culture. She has been living in Suriname since the latter part of 2003.

Portraying movement in artwork. That is what making 
kinetic sculptures comes down to. Under the guidance of 

Trimo Kromotaroeno (graduate from NHAA and already  
in his fourth year at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie) nine 
students from the Nola Hatterman Art Academy took up 
that challenge in the latter part of July. This workshop was 
very knowledge-enriching for the students. In the beginning 
of August the results were on display in the garden of the 
NHAA: Weidebeesten en Mobiles. 
+++ 

During Carifesta there was also the opening of the 
exhibition Linked Heritage, This exhibition is from 

the Amazon Museum Network, a collaboration between 
different museums in the region: Musée des cultures 
Guyanaises in Cayenne, French Guyana, Museo Paraense 
Emilio Goeldi in Belém, Brazil and the Surinaams Museum 
in Paramaribo, Suriname, with a contribution from Musée 

départemental Alexandre Franconie, Cayenne, French 
Guyana. This is the first time that there has been such an 
intense cooperation between these institutes. In de Ware Tijd 
of August 1st 2013 there is an edition of ‘Museumstof’ about 
this exhibition. 
+++

In the first half of 2013 Arti Abhelakh and Kim 
Sontosoemarto went to Indonesia. While there, they 

researched batik techniques. We hope to still add a 
conversation about this with both artists on our blog. Gaining 
inspiration and knowledge in other countries is so important 
to prevent becoming stagnant. We also hope to look back 
with Kit-Ling Tjon Pian Gi, on the presentation she gave at 
the yearly conference of the Society for Caribbean Studies in 
Warwick, England as a result of the Bridget Jones Award 
that she received.

Amsoistraat 49, Nieuw Charlesburg, Paramaribo, +597 (0)851 0525 / 547 090, e-mail, website | By appointment 

Wilhelminastraat, Nieuw-Amsterdam, Commewijne, +597 (0)32 2225, website | Open: Mon - Fri 09:00-
17:00 and Sat, Sun and holidays 10:00-18:00 

Koningstraat 63, Paramaribo, +597 492 608, e-mail

Paltan Tewarieweg 8, Livorno, Paramaribo, +597 480 365 / (0)894 5261 | Open: 10:00-17:00

Grote Combéweg 45, Paramaribo, also on Facebook | September 26 - October 2, 2013, solo exhibition Anand Dwarka | October 
09th thru 12th 2013, solo exhibition Paul Chang | February 22th thru 28th 2014, exhibition Association Visual Artists Suriname 

(ABKS) 

Pikin Slee, Upper-Suriname-River, Sipaliwini, +597 (0)716 1446 / (0)712 4404

Waterkant 5, Paramaribo, +597 (0)820 9210 en (0)854 0558

Reynsdorp, Commewijne-River right bank, +597 (0)865 4130

Abraham Crijnssenweg 6, Fort Zeelandia-premises, Paramaribo, +597 470 800

Abraham Crijnssenlaan, Moengo, Marowijne | Open (subject to change!): Saturdays & 
Sundays 9:00-13:00 and 16:00-19:00 / Marowijne Art Park 24/7

Onafhankelijkheidsplein, Paramaribo | Photo-exhibition Beauty through the Lens, org.: Surinamese Photographers 
Association - 20 years SUFOV: from September 30th 2013, opening hours: 09:00-13:00 hrs & 18:00-22:00 hrs. See 
Facebook-event-page 

Soepgroentestraat 46, Kwatta

Zwartenhovenbrugstraat 107-109, Paramaribo, +597 (0)813 0521 | Open: Wednesday thru Friday 11:00-16:00 
hrs (Note! Often closed, so call first!), website

Waterkant 5 (SMS pier), Paramaribo, +597 (0)871 6516

Cornelis Jongbawstraat 16a, Paramaribo | Open during exhibitions only | Also on Facebook | September 19, 19:00 hrs 
(opening), September 20 & 21, starting 18:30 hrs, sehn-sucht, Purcy Tjin

(Central Bank of Suriname), Mr. F.H.R. Lim A Postraat 7, Paramaribo, +597 520 016, website

Maagdenstraat 44-48, Paramaribo, +597 421 750 / 474 380, e-mail, website | For the 
exhibition schedule of Readytex Art Gallery see De Hal

Fort Zeelandia, Paramaribo, +597 425 871, e-mail, website | Open: Tuesday thru Friday 09:00-14:00 & Sunday 
10:00-14:00| Every Sunday free guided tours at 11:00 and 12:30 hrs. Until the middle of October, Linked 
Heritage, an exhibition of the Amazon Museum Network

Ons Erf premises, Prins Hendrikstraat 17-b, Paramaribo, +597 422 212, e-mail, website | De Qi van China, interactive 
exhibition about the de life force of China

(Carla Tuinfort), SMS-Pier, Waterkant, Paramaribo
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Note: Data subject to change!

http://www.i-museum.nl/profiel.php?gebruikersnaam=struikelgeo
http://www.i-museum.nl/profiel.php?gebruikersnaam=struikelgeo
http://shop.sesart.com/index.php
http://shop.sesart.com/index.php
https://www.facebook.com/De.Hal.Suriname
https://www.facebook.com/SwitiRAUW
http://www.zusenzosuriname.com/
http://www.zusenzosuriname.com/
 https://www.facebook.com/KidzTori
https://www.facebook.com/KidzTori
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Nola-Hatterman-Art-Academy/276523945794200
http://leukedingensuriname.wordpress.com/2013/08/17/surinaams-museum-linked-heritage-august-18-october-18/
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/en
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/en/amazonian-museums/musee-des-cultures-guyanaises
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/en/amazonian-museums/musee-des-cultures-guyanaises
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/fr/les-musees-d-amazonie/museu-paraense-emilio-goeldi
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/fr/les-musees-d-amazonie/museu-paraense-emilio-goeldi
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/en/amazonian-museums/stichting-surinaams-museum
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mus%C3%A9e_d%C3%A9partemental_Alexandre-Franconie
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mus%C3%A9e_d%C3%A9partemental_Alexandre-Franconie
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/08/01/carifesta-en-het-amazone-museum-netwerk/
http://srananart.wordpress.com/tag/arti-abhelakh/ 
http://sontoso.com/
http://sontoso.com/
http://kitlingtjonpiangi.net/
http://arcthemagazine.com/arc/2013/03/kit-ling-tjon-pian-gi-receives-bridget-jones-award-2013/
mailto:struikelgeo%40yahoo.com?subject=
http://www.i-museum.nl/profiel.php?gebruikersnaam=struikelgeo
www.fortnieuwamsterdam.sr
mailto:gallerysingh%40yahoo.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/De.Hal.Suriname?fref=ts
http://www.paulchang.net/
https://www.facebook.com/events/396673223782806/
www.mofa-p.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sukru-Oso/306754126081323?ref=ts&fref=ts
www.cbvs.sr
mailto:readytex%40cq-link.sr?subject=
www.readytexartgallery.com
mailto:museum%40cq-link.sr?subject=
 http://surinaamsmuseum.net
http://leukedingensuriname.wordpress.com/2013/08/17/surinaams-museum-linked-heritage-august-18-october-18/
http://leukedingensuriname.wordpress.com/2013/08/17/surinaams-museum-linked-heritage-august-18-october-18/
http://amazonian-museum-network.org/en
mailto:info.villazapakara%40gmail.com?subject=
http://villazapakara.com/
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Priscilla Tosari (Paramaribo, 1978) is art historian. Aside from her work at ‘Stichting 
Beeldende Kunst Amsterdam’, she also does freelance writing of art related articles 
and has her own blog. She lives in Almere and works in Amsterdam.
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That she loves working with matter, is clearly 
visible in the way in which Van Haver makes her 
paintings. Her works are characterized by the 

use of paint of a pasty consistency. Because she uses 
large brushes to distribute the paint, the works are in 
appearance somewhat reminiscent of the hatchings of 
woodcarvings. She in fact molds the layers on canvases 
made from jute. For this she uses not just ‘fresh’ paint, but 
also the thick residue on her palette. This molding does 
justice to the characters she portrays. Matter and portrayal 
strengthen one another immensely, so that the whole can 
come across as rather intimidating. Aside from paintings, 
Van Haver also makes charcoal drawings. In addition 
to applying sharp lines, this also gives her the ability to 
slightly smudge the charcoal, thereby giving the drawings 
a softer look than the paintings.  

What RaQuel van Haver has in common with Caribbean 
artists is the issue of identity which plays an important role 
in her work. Not so strange if you know that as a little girl, 
Van Haver was adopted from Bogota by Dutch parents. 
She tries to resolve it by portraying figures which might 
initially conjure up biases among people, but who could 
actually be found in any place in the world. By portraying 
them larger than life and literally giving them more ‘body’, 
she forces the viewers to reflect on themes such as 
diversity and bias.  

That RaQuel van Haver graduated from de Hogeschool 
voor de Kunsten in Utrecht only one year ago, is not 
visible in her work. She is doing quite well with several 
group and solo exhibitions. This year she has also been 
nominated, for the second time, for the Koninklijke Prijs 
voor Vrije Schilderkunst [royal award for the free art 
of painting]. The presentation and the accompanying 
exhibition will be held in October.

RaQuel van Haver finds her 

inspiration mostly in the streets 

where she makes hundreds of 

photos of that which fascinates 

her. This consists mainly of men 

living in the Bijlmer, whom she 

finds interesting to portray. From 

all around her studio/home in 

Heesterveld, they stare at me from 

small portraits of 30x30 cm and 

from more than life-sized portraits 

as well. After she has selected the 

photos, she makes a composition 

on paper, which she ultimately 

translates onto canvas, always 

considering the original photo as 

the main point of departure.

RAQUEL VAN HAVER

forces viewers  

to reflect on  

diversity and bias

http://www.sbk.nl/index.php
http://www.sbk.nl/index.php
http://priscillatosari.blogspot.com
http://raquelvanhaver.withtank.com/
http://www.hku.nl/web/show
http://www.hku.nl/web/show
http://www.paleisamsterdam.nl/programma/koninklijke-prijs
http://www.paleisamsterdam.nl/programma/koninklijke-prijs
http://raquelvanhaver.withtank.com/
http://www.heesterveld.nu/
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Ferdinand van Dieten is agent for artists, amongst which Iris Kensmil, and he is art dealer. He continues to build on the 24 
year gallery ownership of Ferdinand van Dieten – Galerie d’Eendt. He has published texts within the framework of themed 
exhibitions of the gallery, such as ‘Het schilderij en het geheugen van de schilderkunst’ [The painting and the memory of 
painting], and ‘Transnihilistische proposities’ [Trans-nihilistic propositions] and for projects and catalogues of his artists.

POSITIONS OF  

Iris Kensmil

As mentioned earlier on in this SAX, the artwork Granmans Oso by Iris Kensmil was 

unveiled in Moengo on Sunday the 28th of July. During the months May, June and July, Iris 

Kensmil stayed in Moengo as artist in residence at Tembe Art Studio (TAS). The art of Iris 

Kensmil (Amsterdam, 1970) is about black self-awareness and the struggle for emancipation. 

In 2009 she participated in the Wakaman – Drawing Lines, Connecting Dots project in 

Suriname. During her residency, on June the 27th, the artist gave a presentation at the Nola 

Hatterman Art Academy together with her husband Ferdinand van Dieten. Regrettably, the 

turnout was very poor. Fortunately though, Sranan Art Xposed (SAX) has found Ferdinand 

van Dieten willing to put his presentation in writing. Below is an abbreviated version. 

1 – IRIS KENSMIL IS A BLACK EUROPEAN  Since 
2000 the work of Iris Kensmil is represented by Galerie 
Ferdinand van Dieten and it is regularly on display. The early 
works with the non-figurative personal “stories” were especially 
appreciated for their painterly qualities and sold well to private 
art buyers. Various museum curators - also Rudi Fuchs - started 
to follow the work. In 2004 Iris Kensmil started to make work 
about black self-awareness and the struggle for emancipation. At 
the same time her work became figurative. When the results of 
those choices were coming to light, the interest from museums 
gradually grew. For exhibitions and purchases of her work, they 
are currently the most important group. Dutch individuals prefer 
to leave being interested in “exotics” to the professionals, they 
themselves rarely are.   

Iris Kensmil was raised in Suriname from the age of one until 
nine, but as an artist she was formed in the Netherlands, thus 
in Europe. And she is (mostly) black. The problem however, is 
that “Black Europeans” do not exist. There is no place where, 
as a Black European, you will encounter an image from your 

history. The Europeans - and especially the Dutch - have no 
interest for it. In Europe, the United Kingdom is the only place 
where there has been a discussion about Black Art. In the USA, 
unlike Europe, being black and the relationship of black people to 
America is an urgent theme indeed. And there have been many 
debates about Black Art there as well. But Black Europeans are 
not recognized in America and they place Iris Kensmil in the 
category of the Caribbeans (and make no mistake, there this 
means: a significant step lower on the social ladder compared 
to African-Americans and African-Africans, somewhere close to 
Latinos).
 
2 – IRIS KENSMIL AND BLACK ART  What position 
has Iris Kensmil actually taken on Black Art? Her work in the 
past ten years has been inspired by a question about identity 
as a black person. Due to this question, her work is part of the 
Black Art movement. But for her identity, she is not searching 
for roots. Her focus is on the present and the recent history. Not 
the origin, but the future is her criteria to know where she herself 
stands. The future, as it has been influenced also by the struggle 

for emancipation, the struggle of black people. Because of that 
question about such an active historical role, slavery isn’t - just 
as roots are not - a theme in the work of Iris Kensmil. For her, 
this future-oriented identity takes shape by making images of 
the black emancipation, which will become part of the historical 
canon.  
 
3 – IRIS KENSMIL AS AN ARTIST  The content of a 
work of art is determined not only by the theme, but mainly by 
the choices regarding form, choices which influence the way 
one experiences the image regardless of what it represents. Iris 
Kensmil has always had the ambition to be an artist who with her 
own style, aims to differentiate herself from all familiar images, for 
a unique position compared to other art, through which the work 
permanently retains its significance in the collective memory, 
also outside of the original context. She has always fought to find 
forms that are exactly right for her themes, and are not already, in 
another way known, and thus already loaded with associations. 
This style of her own, gives her a position in art history.
 
Iris Kensmil paints and draws in a European way. This can 

be seen in her emphasis on the use of light, on the unity of 
foreground and background, on touch and on materiality. In the 
forms of her imagery - just as with her themes -, Iris Kensmil 
does not chose African origins (or what is considered as such 
by people who express their identity by working in a style, 
which everybody deems to recognize as African). Although, I 
must emphasize here, that not every use of ‘Africanisms’ refers 
to a roots-idea. Conceptual artists such as Chris Ofili, Yinka 
Shonibare and Meschac Gaba use excessive African visual 
language with irony. They consciously do that to challenge that 
origin-based way of thinking and to compel people to free the 
content of their work from it. See Contemporary African Art in 
the times of Intense Proximity at the Triennale 2012. 
 
For Iris Kensmil her own style, with European drawing and 
painting techniques, has the effect that her images of black 
heroes become a part of the historical canon within the culture in 
which she lives and works.  
 
Another version of this text appeared in de Ware Tijd on July 31, 
2013.

1 – Time, Trade & Travel was an exchange 
project between Ghana and the Netherlands. 
For this Kensmil created work about cultural 
exchange – but not Ghana-the Netherlands, but 
Ghana-Suriname and Ghana-USA – and about the 
shifting of meanings when exchanging forms. In the 
Netherlands the work was looked at as a type of 
ethnography, while in Ghana the play with various 
forms and cultures was seen and recognized. 
From left to right: the wax panels: Akan Chief and 
Saramacca Door and right the wall with screen prints 
about W.E.B. Du Bois. 
PHOTO G.J. van Rooij, 2012

2 – King Dead. The struggle 
of the African Americans 
most closely offers, for Black 
Europeans, an image of their 
own history. For Iris Kensmil, 
Suriname also belongs to her 
background. 
PHOTO G.J. van Rooij, 2007

3 – In the Schuttersgalerij of the Amsterdam 
Museum there are currently three (155 x 105 cm) oil 
portraits by Iris Kensmil on display of Surinamese 
people who, against the colonial oppression, built 
up their own position and future. They are Elisabeth 
Samson (1715-1777), Wilhelmina Kelderman 
(1734-1836) and Fabi Labi Breyman. Elisabeth 
Samson was a freeborn black woman who managed 
to accumulate assets in excess of one million 
guilders. She was the first black woman to enter 
into a legally recognized marriage with a white man. 
Wilhelmina Kelderman bought her own freedom.  
She traveled to the Netherlands and later managed 
to also buy the freedom of her son. Fabi Labi 
Breyman was Granman [captain] of the Okanisi: the 
first Maroon group to sign a treaty with the colonial 
rulers in Suriname in 1760.  
PHOTO Courtesy artist, 2013
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TEXT Ferdinand van Dieten / TRANSLATION Sranan Art Xposed/Cassandra Gummels-Relyveld
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http://www.dieten.eu/
http://www.iriskensmil.nl/
www.dieten.biz
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/07/30/granman-oso-als-eerbetoon-aan-dignitarissen/
http://www.iriskensmil.nl/
http://srananart.wordpress.com/tag/tembe-art-studio/
http://www.wakamanproject.com/
www.dieten.biz
www.dieten.biz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Ofili
http://yinkashonibarembe.com/
http://yinkashonibarembe.com/
http://www.museumofcontemporaryafricanart.com/plugin.html
http://www.happeningafrica.com/contemporary-african-art-in-the-times-of-intense-proximity-at-the-triennale-2012/
http://www.happeningafrica.com/contemporary-african-art-in-the-times-of-intense-proximity-at-the-triennale-2012/
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/07/31/onthulling-granmans-oso-in-moengo/
http://www.smba.nl/en/exhibitions/time-trade-travel/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._E._B._Du_Bois
http://hart.amsterdammuseum.nl/62426/en/out-of-history
http://hart.amsterdammuseum.nl/62426/en/out-of-history
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elisabeth_Samson#Elisabeth_Samson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elisabeth_Samson#Elisabeth_Samson
http://www.g-kelderman.nl/index.php/41-news/latest-news/101-wilhelmina-kelderman-surinaamse-slavin
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TEXT Priscilla Tosari

REMY JUNGERMAN: 

Adding up to the West

Social commitment and identity, in which his Surinamese background 

plays an important role, characterize just about the entire oeuvre of Remy 
Jungerman (Moengo, 1959). During the exhibition Adding up to the West 

in C&H Art Space in Amsterdam this is also visible. 

installation consisting of 21 concrete toads, which he named 
Happy Land: Apuku Return Blue Eye.  

In addition to the toad, Jungerman also used symbols from 
the Winti culture in his works of art. As such it mattered not 
whether these were used in installations, collages, screen 
prints or in his paintings: a garden gnome with an African 
mask, empty bottles, salt, coconuts, jute from coffee bags, 
white soil and stuffed animals. Thus Jungerman developed 
his own iconographical language. By combining them with 
western elements he showed how symbols from different 
cultures communicate and how they can go together.  

It looked like two-dimensional installations, which Jungerman 
showed during Adding up to the West. Wooden beams 
(grids), painted and wrapped in cloth, were incorporated in 
an abstract composition. The rigid lines in the installations 
had already been used by him in previous works, such as 
in his screen prints which were inspired by pangis, wraps 
made with the traditional Surinamese patchwork technique 
(these are still worn by Maroon communities in the interior of 
Suriname). In these graphic works Jungerman’s relationship 
with his heritage is evident. Interesting about these: these 
fabrics were designed in the 20’s and 30’s of the previous 
century, around the same time that the art movement ‘De 
Stijl’ emerged in the Netherlands. This movement, of which 
Piet Mondriaan, Gerrit Rietveld and Theo van Doesburg 
were the most famous representatives, was characterized 

especially by the use of primary and neutral colors and going 
back to elementary shapes in the design. The similarities 
between these two very different worlds are striking. Driven 
by this realization, Jungerman created the installations for 
Adding up to the West. 

In the series of screen prints of ‘Captain Broos’ from 
2006, Western symbolisms were already incorporated 
in Jungerman’s work. For this he used the story of his 
own ancestor Kapitein Broos (1821-1880). Broos was a 
Surinamese independence fighter who fought against the 
Dutch rulers. In the screen prints Jungerman shows a photo 
of Broos and strengthens it by the use of the colors red, white 
and blue. These do not only refer to the colonial history of 
Suriname, but they are also colors which are used in the 
Winti religion. 

In his earlier work, Jungerman seemed to use these symbols, 
which he had made his own, to search for a solution to the 
question of identity. The basic premise was thus always 
his heritage. Looking back upon his oeuvre it seems as 
though there has been a turning point in the way in which 
Jungerman went to work in Adding up to the West. As he said 
in an interview with Mr. Motley, the series is one that further 
expands upon the wooden grids that were about ancestral 
rituals. These works do not however use his own identity as 
a point of departure, but the works of the Modernism of ‘De 
Stijl’. But this does not mean that Jungerman’s heritage is no 

longer important. In these works the iconographic symbols 
seem to increasingly fuse with the Western visual language 
of ‘De Stijl’. With this he seems to go a step further, by 
supplementing the canon of the Western art history with that 
which current society desires of it. 

It seems as though, in his search for identity, Jungerman has 
not been run-over, but has survived. Although it is also said 
of toads that, no matter what, they always return to the place 
where they were born.  

In the catalogue of the by now infamous exhibition 
Twintig jaar beeldende kunst in Suriname [Twenty 
years visual arts in Suriname], which was held in 1995 in 

the Stedelijk Museum Jungerman’s work was still described 
as “… abstract-surrealistic style reminiscent of Miró. Highly 
stylized human figures with mask-like faces play the lead role 
in a magical, colorful space.” This style quickly disappeared 
from his artworks when Jungerman made a specific 
symbol, which would continue to serve as a common thread 
throughout his later works, his own: the toad.  

In earlier works he did indeed portray the toad in run-over 
condition, but in later works the toad managed to stay in 
an upright position. Recently in 2012, during a residency 
at Tembe Art Studio in Moengo, he created a permanent 

Remy Jungerman in Mister Motley, March 27 2013:

“There is an annual toad migration, during 
which toads leave their territory and 
literally cross the highway to lay their eggs 

somewhere, thereby creating new life. That was  
a rather obvious metaphor for my own 
displacement: I was headed as it were, for a field 
where I could possibly be run over, or survive. The 
symbol of the toad was a good representation of 
that tension.”

Peepina DI, 2011 | PHOTO SBK 
Amsterdam

Captain Broos | PHOTO SBK Amsterdam

Transition Obeah | PHOTO C&H Art Space
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http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://ch-artspace.com/exhibitions/adding-up-to-the-west/
http://ch-artspace.com/
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Stijl
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Stijl
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piet_Mondriaan
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerrit_Rietveld
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theo_van_Doesburg
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapitein_Broos
http://mistermotley.nl/Archief/Blog/Homepage/REMY_JUNGERMAN____adding_up_to_the_west_____/
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Stijl
http://www.stedelijk.nl/agenda/surinaamse-kunst
http://www.stedelijk.nl/
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joan_Miro
http://marcelpinas.com/nieuws/projecten/tembe-art-studio/
http://mistermotley.nl/Archief/Blog/Homepage/REMY_JUNGERMAN____adding_up_to_the_west_____/
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TEXT Rob Perrée | PHOTOS Courtesy Remy Jungerman

Remy Jungerman will soon be going to New York as artist in residence. Once there, he will 

undoubtedly try to interest a gallery for his work. It is after all his mission to grow internationally. Still 

he will mainly look around, visit exhibitions, exchange ideas with colleagues, process impressions, ask 

questions and get new ideas. 

His work will experience that he has been to New York. The solo exhibition Adding up to the West 
which he recently had (from March 30 thru May 11, 2013) at C&H Art Space in Amsterdam, the 

Netherlands, clearly showed how important his travels have been to the development of his rich oeuvre. 

Remy Jungerman (1959) was born in Moengo, Suriname. His mother was a Maroon, his father was recently 
described by him as “a white European who was perhaps even more Maroon than my mother”. He grew 
up in Suriname and was educated there. Winti was a part of his natural environment and a source of 

inspiration, the ‘free’ captain Broos – his known early ancestor – strengthened his pride in his culture. Affinity for 
art was totally lacking in his upbringing, traditional Western art shaped his path towards artistry, the few books 
owned by the Academy formed his international frame of reference. Is it strange then, that with such a multi-
faceted, confusing background, he initially hesitated to become a professional artist, and that he first chose to study 
mechanical engineering, the safe and familiar field of his father? He even managed to become head of a division in 
a telecommunication company. 

In 1990 he went to the Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam. The contrast was enormous. ‘Who am I’ and ‘what do I 
want’ were the big questions at that time. To answer those questions he started to travel. To among other places 
India, Africa, Cuba, Trinidad and the USA. There he went in search of clues. There he went in search of his identity. 
There he tried to find out how he should relate to his new surroundings.   

In his work he often translated this into artworks, often installations, in which communication has a central role. 
Satellite dishes, antennae, microphones and electric wires became symbols of communication that refuses to 
communicate, or communication that suggests to communicate, but which ultimately prefers to keep the power in its 
own hands.

Although these works were successful and played an important part in the process of searching for his identity and 
connecting with a more universal art world, the Surinamese roots continued to pull at Jungerman. That power was 
strengthened when he had to return to Suriname to bury his father. All traditional, religious rituals were once again 
brought to life and were given back the meaning he remembered from his youth.  
That rekindled duality was translated in his work as a series of ‘slat works’ which on the one hand refer to the 
African-Surinamese altars, to the objects, fabrics, utensils (bottles with medicinal substances for example) and 
elements that play a role in the daily life of the Maroons, especially during Winti rituals, while on the other hand 
they refer to the shapes of Dutch houses, the clichés (such as the garden gnome), and the colors and the lines 

of Mondriaan and to the maps of Dutch places. Two worlds that come together, but at the same time expose their 
differences. 

Through an investigation into the origin of the traditional Maroon pangi fabrics, Jungerman comes upon an 
opportunity to unite those different worlds, in essence by abstracting them. He makes a series of screen prints, 
based upon the original patterns that were designed by Maroon women in the 20’s of the previous century. Most of 
the works from this series are a copy of the original, each of which is built up in different printing layers. To several, 
the artist adds a chicken, a devils head or the image of a traditional village chief. As an extra illustration of the origin. 

The interesting thing about his recent exhibition at C&H Art Space in Amsterdam was that his road towards 
abstraction became increasingly apparent. The altars or slat works have for a great deal changed into formal 
constructions in which lines and colors find and strengthen one another, in which the link to the past occasionally 
still shines through – in for example a dark background photo of a religious ritual – but seems to be well on its way 
to forever disappear from sight. In his last works the slats are stacked horizontally. They have various lengths, they 
are, each in a different way, provided with color planes. In the space where they were displayed as sculptures on 
the wall, they were combined with two abstract paintings made up of different color planes. Only the plank that was 
attached to the bottom of the works, conjures up associations with the altars from which they originate. 
 
What exactly this development implies, I can’t as yet say. It does however, look as though Remy Jungerman has 
found a form in which two different worlds merge into a universal world. I am convinced that this has only been 
possible, because he has never latched himself on to either one or the other world, but that, through his many 
travels, by consciously getting to know different cultures and the people and customs in those cultures, he was able 
to rise above his ‘double nationality’ without denying his origins.
 
The original Dutch version of this article previously appeared in the local Surinamese newspaper de Ware Tijd July 
24, 2013.

There was also a catalogue produced for this exhibition, also called Adding up to the West. 

RECENT WORK BY REMY JUNGERMAN 

From local to universal

9

Treasure, 2013

Descendants Composition Voices of Babel

Opete disguised II, 2013Opete Disguised I

http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://ch-artspace.com/exhibitions/adding-up-to-the-west/
http://ch-artspace.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapitein_Broos
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/07/24/van-lokaal-naar-universeel/
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AN EXHIBITION IN CBK ZUIDOOST

Gedeelde erfenis. Slavernijverleden in de kunst [Shared Heritage. History of Slavery in Art]

Twenty artists participate in Gedeelde Erfenis. They come from or live in Suriname, 

Curacao, Denmark, Panama and the Netherlands. They represent different generations. 

They all have their own history. They make use of various media. A colorful group, which 

by itself already results in great variety. Variety in approach, perception and visual results. 

Consciously or subconsciously, the exhibition raises the question about how divided that 

shared past is being looked at.

Frank Creton remains closest to the gruesome aspects of 
reality in his figurative paintings: the poor treatment of the 
slaves. On a partly abstracted canvas, Runny Margarita 
shifts that reality slightly by confronting a frightened overseer 
with the ghosts of killed slaves. The photographic works of 
Brett Russel distance themselves in an ironic way. In Rode 
2 he portrays a house slave. Vain, well conscious of his 
higher status, overly decked out, against a colorful, artificial 
background which is reminiscent of traditional photo studios 
that use dream world wallpaper. Nardo Brudet goes one step 
further in the photographic work Happy Ending. He shows a 
happy black family which keeps slaves as well. The house 
slave in his picture is white. Staging and theme remind me of 
Yinka Shonibare, the British/Nigerian artist. 
 
In her work Sara Blokland often focuses on the way in 
which people are represented. In her Representation of 
a Family she prints family photos on expensive looking 
tableware. She presents it like an installation in a china 
cabinet. With this she not only makes a play of the way in 
which blacks were displayed to the public in the past - as 
public entertainment - but also of the way in which Western 
museums exhibit ‘colonial’ objects. The ceramic heads of 
Helen Martina denounce the prejudice among many whites, 
that all blacks look alike. “You can’t tell one from another.” 
Many representations therefore comply with that cliché. In 
the Rodchenko-like photo montages of Henny Overbeek the 
portrayal of the black man as being only out for sex and thus 
by definition unfaithful, seems to be the theme.      

In her mixed media-works Patricia Kaersenhout shows, on 
the one hand, the wealth of black culture (in the fabrics for 
example), but on the other hand she also wants to draw 
attention to the vulnerability of the blacks. An illustration of the 
dualism of a black woman born in the Netherlands?
 

Carla Kranendonk and Renée Koldewijn each in their 
own way, express their admiration for the black woman. The 
first places her at the center in large collages. She finds 
herself surrounded by pictures of black heroes – men – but 
she in no way gives the impression of being affected by 
this. Koldewijn chooses to make colorful little statuettes of 
women, who, through the way in which they have folded their 
traditional headscarves, communicate amongst each other in 
a language that cannot be understood by outsiders. It would 
not surprise me if the figurines were also an ironic answer 
to the prejudice confirming Aunt Jemima-like figures which 
have for a long time appeared in advertisements and which 
are still being sold to tourists. In a triptych Iris Kensmil has 
painted three black women in an expressionistic style, with 
lots of green, as if they have to be absorbed by their natural 
surroundings. Female slaves whose freedom was bought, 
who each in her own way accomplished something, that in 
Iris’s eyes, makes them heroes. (Note Rob Perrée: these 
works of Iris Kensmil were indeed made within the framework 
of ‘Gedeelde Erfenis’, but they are displayed solely in the 
Schuttersgalerij of the Amsterdam Museum)  

Remy Jungerman, Ken Doorson and Jeannette Ehlers 
portray black resistance heroes. Jungerman made screen-
prints in red, white and blue of a picture of his ancestor 
Broos. He thus refers implicitly to his double identity. 
Doorson uses dramatic colors to give his hero Boni a 
characteristic and valiant head. Ehlers shows, through the 
Haitian Toussaint how successful a revolt can be. All three 
artists have chosen a hero who could be a hero because 
Winti spirits offered him protection.  

Another form of revolt appears in the collage-like works of 
Hector Raphaela. In it he suggests that music served as 
a secret language. With it slaves could build or maintain 
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Charl Landvreugd, Atlantic 
Transformerz, 2010 | PHOTO Courtesy 
artists Gedeelde Erfenis

George Struikelblok, Gelijke, 2012 | PHOTO Courtesy artists Gedeelde 
Erfenis

http://cbkzuidoost.nl/2013/07/18/verwacht-20-juni-opening-slavernijtentoonstelling/
http://frankcreton.nl/?menu_select=home_engels
http://www.runnymargarita.nl/
http://brettrussel.wordpress.com/
http://www.signedbynardo.nl/
http://yinkashonibarembe.com/
http://www.sarablokland.com/SARA_BLOKLAN_1./startpagina.html
http://www.carlakranendonk.nl/
http://www.reneekoldewijn.nl/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aunt_Jemima
http://www.iriskensmil.nl/
http://www.amsterdammuseum.nl/tekstblok-zwarte-bladzijde
http://www.amsterdammuseum.nl/
http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://kendoorson.com/
http://www.jeannetteehlers.dk/
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapitein_Broos
http://www.suriname.nu/701vips/bonisuriname.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toussaint_Louverture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winti
http://hectorraphaela.eigenwebsite.nl/
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refuse to believe in themselves, in what they themselves can 
do and what they are. 
 
This exhibition clearly shows that a shared heritage does not 
equal a shared opinion of that heritage. It also shows that 
engagement and visual art don’t have to bite one another. 
 
The original Dutch version of this article previously appeared 
in the local Surinamese newspaper de Ware Tijd of June 
29th 2013.

their own culture. By opting for loose image elements on 
a monochromatic surface, Raphaela has succeeded in 
visualizing the improvisational character of music.

Both Antonio Guzman and George Struikelblok went in 
search of their own DNA. Guzman photographed the door 
of the fort in Ghana through which blacks were herded to 
be taken away. In his works he wants to show that that 
door can also symbolize coming home, being proud of your 
roots. Struikelblok comes home in a totally different way. In 
a moving painting of two black shadows separated by blood 
splatters, he proves that he is much more than an artist who 
paints somewhat interchangeable, template-like, colorful 
canvases. He comes home in an artistic sense.   
 
How diverse, how layered and how individual can black be? 
In the video work Atlantic Transformerz Charl Landvreugd 
illustrates that by letting black heads appear and disappear. 
The changes are accompanied by penetrating techno-music.  
 
At the beginning of the exhibition stands a sculpture by Tirzo 
Martha. A traditional, wooden, African sculpture with combs 
stuck into it. A critical commentary on the blacks who cling to 
the clichéd image of their past: slavery. In fact Martha brings 
down those who continue to see themselves as victims and 

1 Iris Kensmil, Kapitein 2, 2009-2013 | PHOTO Gert Jan van Rooij   
2 Renée Koldewijn, Talking Heads, 2013 | PHOTO Courtesy artists Gedeelde Erfenis

Rob Perrée works as freelance writer, art critic and curator, specialized in contemporary (Afro-) 
American art, African art and art using new media. His work has appeared in countless catalogues, 
books, magazines and newspapers. He is editor of the Dutch art magazine Kunstbeeld.  
His website: http://robperree.com.

2

1

Gedeelde Erfenis. Slavernijverleden in de Kunst is open up until 
August 31st in CBK Zuidoost, Amsterdam Zuidoost, the Netherlands. 
From September 12th thru October 20th the exhibition continues in the 
Kunstenlab in Deventer, the Netherlands. 

Curaçao
Faces of Curacao with drawings from Faranú and photos 
from Mike Redman | Landhuis Bloemhof | until September 
21st, 2013, open tue-sat from 09:00-14:00 hrs | Video

Jamaica
New Roots: 13 Emerging Artists | till September 30th, 2013 
| National Gallery of Jamaica (also on Facebook) | See 
article on the Sranan Art-blog 
+++
Second Rex Nettleford Arts Conference “The Creative 
Industries: Sustainability and Social Transformation” | 
October 16-18, 2013 | The Edna Manley College of the Visual 
and Performing Arts

The Netherlands  
Zwart & Wit [Black & White] | November 1st 2013 thru July 
1st 2014 | Tropenmuseum, Linnaeusstraat 2, Amsterdam 
| Open: Tue-Sun, 10:00-17:00, mon during holidays and 
school vacations (except for summer vacation) 10:00-17:00. 
The Tropenmuseum is closed on April 30th and December 
25th | 150 years after the abolition of slavery the museum 
confronts her visitors with the question of who actually 
determines who is black and who is white.  
+++
Nardo Brudet, Masters of Domino | In response to the book 
Dubbelspel of Frank Martinus Arion, Brudet took photos 
of the culture of the game of dominoes in the Netherlands 
and on Curacao | September 7-31, 2013 | CBK Zuidoost, 
Amsterdam
+++
Remy Jungerman, Van God Los. Je geest in balans 
[Godforsaken. Your mind in balance] | until March 30th, 2014 | 
Museum Het Dolhuys, Haarlem 
+++
Remy Jungerman, KABRA. Descendants Exchange | 
September 21st thru December1st, 2013 | Kunstvereniging 
Diepenheim, Diepenheim
+++
Remy Jungerman, Prints made visible, within the framework 
of ‘Maand van de Grafiek’ [Month of Art Printing techniques] | 
October 11th thru November 10th, 2013 | SBK Amsterdam, 
Amsterdam 

These tips - and more - of the SAX Team for art 
activities beyond Suriname are also posted on the 
Sranan Art-blog on the page What’s Up Elsewhere? 

Post Slavery Documentary
 
The exhibition Post Slavery Documentary 
with work from Carla Kranendonk, 
Ken Doorson and Michael Wong Loi 
Sing was an initiative of Galerie Nola 
Hatterman, part of Vereniging Ons 
Suriname, an association in Amsterdam, 
on the occasion of 150 years abolition of 
slavery.  

Rob Perrée wrote about it for the Sranan 
Art-blog. The article also appeared in de 
Ware Tijd of June 30th 2013.  
 

About Ken Doorson he wrote: “It is not his intention to provide 
a blueprint of reality, he intends only to hand the viewer the 
ingredients to create his own story. He especially succeeds in 
doing so with the work Je Maintiendrai from 2013. I would not be 
surprised if that became just as iconic as his Boni from 2010.”   

Iléne Themen in Galerie 23
 
After being away for several years Iléne 
Themen exhibited a number of recent 
collages in June 2013. Together with 
Dagmar de Kok she exhibited in Galerie 
23, KNSM-laan 307-309, Amsterdam.

Ken Doorson, Je 
Maintiendrai, 2013 | PHOTO 
Courtesy Ken Doorson

Iléne Themen in front of 
one of the exhibited works | 
PHOTO Courtesy Galerie 23

Zitten in de Kunst [Sitting in the Arts] 

Delano Mac Andrew makes objects based on the seating 
positions of men in non-western countries. Keep an eye on the 
Sranan Art-blog for an extensive article about this project.  
 
The Image of Me in Denemark
 
This year Galleri Image in Denmark participated in the Gallery 
Night in Aarhus. Artist Patricia Kaersenhout also participated 
for this gallery, in collaboration with Jeannette Ehlers: they 
showed their video The Image of Me, from 2012, a production 
based on a poem of RuNett Nia Ebo, ‘Lord why did you make 
me black’. 

9

Input for Sranan Art Xposed is welcome! 

Have you been to an exhibition?

Send your remarks and/or photos to 

srananart@gmail.com

http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/06/29/gedeelde-erfenis-slavernijverleden-in-de-kunst/
http://www.aguzman.com/
http://www.struikelblokgeorge.8m.com/
http://landvreugd.wordpress.com/
http://tirzomartha.com/
http://tirzomartha.com/
http://robperree.com/
http://www.kunstbeeld.nl/index.html
http://robperree.com.
http://cbkzuidoost.nl/
http://www.kunstenlab.nl/
http://www.bloemhof.an/exhibitions_display.php
http://www.faranu.blogspot.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Redman
http://www.bloemhof.an
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br3Z79qUahQ
http://natgalja.org.jm/ioj_wp/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/National-Gallery-of-Jamaica/58147648143
http://srananart.wordpress.com/2013/08/02/new-roots-national-gallery-of-jamaica-an-introduction-by-veerle-poupeye/
http://www.emcartsconference.org/
http://www.emcartsconference.org/
http://www.tropenmuseum.nl/-/MUS/81788/Tropenmuseum/Tentoonstellingen/Aankomende-tentoonstellingen/Zwart--Wit
http://www.tropenmuseum.nl/
http://www.tropenmuseum.nl/-/MUS/5978/Tropenmuseum/Bezoekersinfo/Feestdagen-en-schoolvakanties
http://www.tropenmuseum.nl/-/MUS/5978/Tropenmuseum/Bezoekersinfo/Feestdagen-en-schoolvakanties
http://www.signedbynardo.nl/
http://cbkzuidoost.nl/2013/08/07/masters-of-domino-nardo-brudet/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Martinus_Arion
http://cbkzuidoost.nl/
http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://www.hetdolhuys.nl/ http://www.hetdolhuys.nl/
http://www.remyjungerman.com/
http://www.kunstvereniging.nl/
http://www.kunstvereniging.nl/
http://www.remyjungerman.com/
www.sbk.nl
http://srananart.wordpress.com/whats-up-elsewhere/
http://www.carlakranendonk.nl/
http://kendoorson.com/
http://sunrainor.blogspot.com/2009/06/michael-wong-loi-sing-exhibition.html
http://sunrainor.blogspot.com/2009/06/michael-wong-loi-sing-exhibition.html
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Vereniging-Ons-Suriname/198343103553256
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Vereniging-Ons-Suriname/198343103553256
http://robperree.com/ 
http://srananart.wordpress.com/2013/07/06/post-slavery-documentary-work-by-carla-kranendonk-ken-doorson-and-michael-wong-loi-sing/
http://srananart.wordpress.com/2013/07/06/post-slavery-documentary-work-by-carla-kranendonk-ken-doorson-and-michael-wong-loi-sing/
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/06/29/post-slavery-documentary/.  
http://dwtonline.com/de-ware-tijd/2013/06/29/post-slavery-documentary/.  
http://kendoorson.com/
http://www.readytexartgallery.com/website/artist.asp?artist=arts&menuid=15&site=arts&id=15&name=Ilene%20Themen&name2=Themen,%20Ilene
http://www.readytexartgallery.com/website/artist.asp?artist=arts&menuid=15&site=arts&id=15&name=Ilene%20Themen&name2=Themen,%20Ilene
http://www.dagmardekok.com/?cat=4
http://www.sbk.nl/galerie/23/
http://www.sbk.nl/galerie/23/
http://galleriimage.dk/index.php/en/
http://www.kaersenhout.com/
http://www.jeannetteehlers.dk/
https://vimeo.com/54478441
http://www.poetebo.com/
mailto:srananart%40gmail.com?subject=
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Digital communication is playing an ever increasing role 
in our lives today. Also in the art world. This has many 
advantages. With SAX for example, we thus manage 

to reach many more people in places all around the world, 
than we ever would have been able to do with a beautifully 
printed magazine. On our Flickr-account I try to post photos 
from exhibitions in ‘walking-order’ so that viewers get to feel as 
though they are also visitors, even though they are not physically 
present. But, there is also a downside. Actually being there, really 
experiencing it, is still different. Talking face to face is not the 
same as mail to mail. So keep striving to also experience things 
IRL, in real life, to absorb, to react. And another thing: digital 
communication is not per se superficial. It depends on what you, 
as a user, do with it. Try to make a selection of certain things 
you do want to pay more attention to from the overwhelming 
amount of mails, news reports, Facebook-messages, tweets and 
whatever else there is. Do take on a conversation occasionally. 
Post a comment. Let yourself be inspired and inspire others also! 
Click on all the links we attach throughout and become an active 
part of the world wide web. 
+++ 
The last time I was on Curacao I was a teenager, and that was 
several decades ago. Still, on the island there are Gallery Alma 
Blou, and Landhuis Habaai, with whom I am friends just as 
though I drop by weekly, and from whom I also include activities 
on the Sranan Art-blog-page What’s Up Elsewhere? Gallery 
owner Lusette Verboom was here with several other women 
from the Curacao art world during the opening of Paramaribo 
SPAN. Our contact continued through Facebook, via mails and 
recently during Carifesta XI it was great to see each other again: 
IRL! On the Facebook-page of the gallery you can see Lusette’s 
impressions of her stay in Suriname. We got permission to use 
some of those for our Sranan Art-blog. 

I also regularly drop by virtually at Landhuis Bloemhof where 
currently showing, until the 21st of September, is the exhibition 
Faces of Curacao.  

+++ 
With Veerle Poupeye from the National Gallery of Jamaica 
(also on Facebook), I recently chatted about their latest 
exhibition, New Roots: 13 Emerging Artists, which is showing in 
the gallery until September 30th. In that talk SAX got permission 
to add Veerle’s blog-post to the Sranan Art-blog.    
+++ 
With the Diaspora Vibe Cultural Arts Incubator, founded by 
curator Rosie Gordon-Wallace (also on Facebook), there is a 
long history of intensive contact, both individually (Kurt Nahar) 
and institutionally (Readytex Art Gallery). This resulted in 
among other things, the exhibition Cultural Currents (Diaspora 
Vibe-blog-post), earlier this year. On the old Diaspora Vibe-
website there are still great photo reports. On the new website 
much about Carifesta.     
+++ 
Via mail from a friend/SAX-reader I got this tip: the documentary 
Zwart belicht [Black highlighted] from Tessa Boerman about the 
hidden stories behind the black figures in Dutch paintings from 
the Dutch Golden Age. Black people are often minor characters 
in (Dutch) paintings and for a long time little or no attention 
was paid to these personages by art historians. In recent years 
this has started to change. The broadcast can be watched via 
Uitzending gemist.  
+++ 
More and more museums are also starting to make their 
collections available virtually. A beautiful gateway is the Google 
Cultural Insitute. Beware, once you start browsing you might 
suddenly find that hours have flown by!

And for Surinamese art there is a small virtual museum as well, 
to be found here. The Unity Web Player that you will need can 
be downloaded on the spot, does not take long and is well worth 
the effort! With the arrows on your keyboard you stroll through 
the halls, and with a click on the work you can get more info.  
The website which this museum is part of, is from curator Guus 
Izaak.

a product that dramatically changed countries and the way in which they conducted trade. Noorderlicht 
asked six renowned photographers to travel to Brazil, Indonesia, Suriname and the Netherlands – 
countries connected through sugar and colonization. The goal: to capture the past, present and future 
of the sugar industry, and the people whose lives were affected by it. An extensive context of research 
material and historical images were amassed from fifteen archives worldwide. Seven authors from four 
countries wrote essays which elaborate further upon the themes in the book. 
 
► Dat kan mijn kleine zusje ook. Waarom moderne kunst kunst is [My little sister can do that too. Why 
modern art is art], Will Gompertz, Amsterdam, Meulenhoff, 2012. ISBN 978 90 290 8813 8

In Suriname it is only since the last few years that we are confronted with less traditional visual art. The 
installations of Kurt Nahar, Marcel Pinas and George Struikelblok put the public to thinking. And for 
many the question arises whether this is art, and if so, why? In our country people at the National Art Fair 
can also be heard mumbling: ‘My little sister can do that too, and maybe even better! Why should such a 
painting be so expensive?’ This is exactly the frame of mind from which Gompertz has written this book.

Gompertz takes the reader along through different styles and periods, from 1820 until now. He illustrates 
his observations and musings with anecdotes, sometimes from the present and sometimes he fantasizes 
about ‘how it must have been’. A stimulating book.

► Remy Jungerman; adding up to the west, Rob Perrée, Amsterdam, C&H art space, 2013. ISBN/EAN 
978-90-815987-7-4 

“Wondering while wandering.” With this quote from the African-American writer Langston Hughes (1902-
1967) as motto, Rob Perrée wrote an introduction on the work of Remy Jungerman, and in particular 
about the phase in which he currently finds himself as an artist, for this small yet special publication 
belonging to the exhibition Adding up to the west. Traveling to be able to marvel, that is what Perrée 
recognizes in the work of Jungerman. There is more about this exhibition in this edition of SAX.  
 
► SNAKE / Michael Tedja, Michael Tedja, with contributions from Katja Weitering, Gean Moreno, 
Hilde de Bruijn, Anil Ramdas, Jelle Bouwhuis, Alex de Vries en Lex ter Braak, Amsterdam, The DFI 
Publishers, 2013. ISBN 978-9490667245

Visitors received this catalogue during the exhibition SNAKE, the largest exhibition of Michael Tedja 
in the Netherlands. Quirky, different and thus totally fitting for this artist and certainly for this exhibition. 
Tedja’s work(method) immediately causes the viewer to make associations. The same is true for this 
publication. The text contributions from several, by me much appreciated persons, make this publication 
even more of a must-read (and a must-have!). Check out the Sranan Art-blog for a review by Rob 
Perrée of the exhibition (the Dutch version can be found in de Ware Tijd, 6 maart 2013).   

► Milk Drops; Multi disciplinary art project, a project of Nelson Gonzales (invited artists: Patrick 
Thompson, André Le Grand & Tuesday Irwin), with texts from Lusette Verboom-Fairbairn, Nelson 
Gonzales, Tuesday Irwin, Sharina Henriquez, André Le Grand & Patrick Thompson, publisher unknown, 
place unknown, 2012. ISBN 978-99904-1-780-7

The project Milk Drops, of which this publication is the catalogue, is a multidisciplinary art project in 
which breastfeeding plays an important role. With the help of video, photography, poetry and music 
an attempt is made to recapture collective memory. Part of this project was an exhibition in Landhuis 
Bloemhof, held in part for the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the abolition of slavery. 

► Too little, too late. Short studies on border practices of Suriname, Remco de Blaaij, London/
Paramaribo, freedom after speech, 2012 

This publication from curator Remco de Blaaij is a wonderful book, beautifully done, and consisting of 
small graphical surprises. No easy material, certainly in this fast digital age in which we are used to zap 
and surf from this to that. But just on the flap text already, a sentence to think about endlessly, about the 
point of departure of the text, namely what he/we knows/know of Suriname. “This departure correlates 
with our sense of ‘being too late’ and ‘doing too little’ by providing a departure from existing material in 
an act of letting go.” The pdf of Too little, too late can be downloaded here. On the website there are 
archives available related to his research.  

► Zeg het met doeken. Marrontextiel en de Tropenmuseumcollectie [Say it with cloths. Maroon textiles 
and the Tropenmuseum collection], Thomas Polimé & Alex van Stipriaan, Amsterdam, KIT Publishers, 
2013. ISBN 978 94 6022 2467 
 
In the Maroon culture textile plays an important role. In the collection of the Tropenmuseum in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, there is a beautiful, well preserved collection which formed the point of 
departure for this publication, although it also considers the present time. The book delves into the 
context in which the textiles are used, the (changing) meaning of it for the Maroon communities and also 
the different aspects of the textile itself: color, technique, patterns and decorations. You may look forward 
to a more extensive review on our Sranan Art-blog.  

► The Sweet and Sour Story of Sugar, with essays from: Gert Oostindië (the Netherlands), Alexander 
Supartono (Indonesia), John Wilkinson and Pedro Ramos (Brazil), Evert Nieuwenhuis (the 
Netherlands), Cynthia McLeod (Suriname), Auke Hulst (the Netherlands) and with photography from: 
Alejandro Chaskielberg (Argentina), James Whitlow Delano (Japan/USA), Ed Kashi (USA), Carl De 
Keyzer (Belgium), Tomasz Tomaszewski (Poland), Francesco Zizola (Italy), Noorderlicht, 2013. ISBN 
978 90 76703 50 3

From the jungles along the Suriname River to the sugar cities of Indonesia, from the green desert of 
Brazil to the Dutch sugar factories: The Sweet and Sour Story of Sugar tells the comprehensive story of 

TEXT Marieke Visser
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